
Spicer® ultra-premium synthetic grease is the premium synthetic grease 
that delivers peak performance for not only Spicer Life Series® parts but 
all driveline components. Trust Spicer Life Series® to deliver excellent 
load-carrying ability, wear resistance and protection against corrosion 
in your automotive, commercial, off-highway, and high-performance 
applications. 

You trust the Spicer Life Series® 
for u-joints, slip yokes and slip joints. 
Don’t skimp on the lube that keeps everything 
running smoothly. 
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https://www.carid.com/spicer/


Spicer® Ultra-Premium Synthetic Grease for 
Ultimate Performance
Your customers want the most out of their vehicles, and that is why they count on genuine 
Spicer Life Series® u-joints for unparalleled performance. Trust the Spicer name when it 
comes to lubrication.  

Genuine Spicer ultra-premium synthetic grease is the only synthetic lubricant that meets the 
exacting standards that have made Spicer the name people trust. Compatible with all 
NLGI-2 greases, Spicer ultra-premium synthetic grease delivers professional-grade 
quality. And it is manufactured using high-tech calcium sulfonate for superior performance 
and innate lubricity even at high temperatures. In addition it eliminates the need for performance 
additives containing sulfur, phosphorus or zinc, making it more environmentally friendly.

Spicer ultra-premium synthetic grease is available in 10-packs of 14-oz. tubes (SPL 1051) or 
1-gallon tubs (SPL 1052). Talk to your Spicer representative about genuine Spicer ultra-
premium synthetic grease today.
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Spicer Life Series®

Bearing Life Comparison
Spicer Life Series® 

Bearing Life Comparison

SPL® bearing caps with 
Spicer® ultra-premium 

synthetic grease

SPL® bearing caps 
with standard grease

Testing shows that Spicer® ultra-premium synthetic grease increases 
bearing life by more than 30%.

Spicer®

Ultra-Premium Synthetic Grease

Spicer® ultra-premium synthetic 
grease is available in convenient 
14-ounce tubes so you can get
the job done quickly and easily.

Spicer® ultra-premium synthetic 
grease is the only lubricant 
engineered to complement genuine 
Spicer u-joints.

Discover other oils, fluids & lubricants on our website.

https://www.carid.com/oils-fluids-lubricants.html



